Vampire Fiction
(Ages 13-18)
Suck it Up

Blue Bloods

By Brian Meehl
Morning McCobb has just come
out of the coffin. The vegan
vampire tries to give vampires
a better name while sorting
out his feelings for Portia, his
publicist’s daughter.

By Melissa de la Cruz
Schuyler discovers she’s a “blue
blood,” a group of elite
vampires that have been
around for centuries. But
someone – or something – is
praying on blue bloods…

By PC & Kirsten Cast
Zoey is “marked” meaning she
must enter the House of Night.
There, she’ll either become a
vampyre or, if her body rejects
the change, die.

By Richelle Mead
After two years on the run, best
friends Rose the halfhuman/half-vampire, and Lissa,
a mortal vampire princess, are
caught and returned to St.
Vladimir's Academy, but they
are still in grave danger.

The Reformed
Vampire Support
Group

Jessica’s Guide to
Dating on the Dark
Side

By Catherine Jinks
Nina, along with her fellow
support group members, tries
to solve a murder and protect
the world from unreformed
vamps.

By Beth Fantasky
Jessica discovers she’s a
vampire Romanian Princess
when her long-lost un-dead
fiancé shows up to claim her
during her senior year.

Uninvited

Dead is the New
Black

The House of Night:
Marked

By Amanda Marrone
Jordan’s ex-boyfriend Michael
(now a vampire) haunts her
window each night. He needs
to be invited in before he can
enter. All she has to do is say
the words…

The Dark Angel
By Meredith Ann Pierce
Kidnapped by the fearsome
Darkangel, Aeriel vows not
only to escape, but to save his
victims from a fate worse than
death.

Vampire Academy

By Marlene Perez
The daughter of a psychic,
Daisy is used to her town
Nightshade’s weirder side. That
is, until girl’s start being
attacked and the clues point to
a vampire as the culprit…

The Vampire Diaries:
The Awakening
By L.J Smith
The tale of two vampire
brothers, Stefan and Damon,
and the beautiful girl, Elena,
torn between them.

